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Abstract
Recently, we presented the results of a binaural masked detection experiment in which a noise target was tem-
porally embedded within a lead/lag noise masker pair [4]. The results show that the inter-stimulus interval (ISI)
between the masker and its reflection changed the detection threshold significantly. For low ISIs of 2-ms, the
average masked detection was −11 dB, but for a greater ISI of 20 ms, the threshold was much higher (−2 dB).
In the experiment, masked detection thresholds did not depend on whether the masker lead was on the same side
as the target (with the lag on the contralateral side) or the other way round.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In reverberant environments, sound source localization is often dominated by the directional cues of the wave-

fronts that propagate directly from the sound source and precede the arrival of reflections off nearby surfaces.

That is, despite the presence of reflections that arrive along many different trajectories, listeners’ perceived lo-

cation of sound sources often corresponds closely with the actual location of the sound source itself. This is

called the precedence effect (PE). Two competing theories exist to explain the precedence effect. One assumes

that the auditory system at least partly “removes” the lag stimulus from the incoming signal and then estimates

the position of the sound source based on the remaining signal (Research Hypothesis I – signal removal). This

could occur as the result of neural processes not specific to the PE (e.g., [8]) or mechanisms specifically pur-

posed for the PE (e.g., [2]). Another theory assumes that the auditory system “disregards” the localization cues

of the lag signal and estimates the location of the sound source based on the directional cues of the lead (Re-

search Hypothesis II – cue disregard) [9]. The present study reported here used a masked detection experimental

paradigm to investigate which of the two research hypotheses is correct. For this purpose, the detectability of

a target signal embedded in a lead/lag-based masker was tested. If the lagging stimulus is removed (Research

Hypothesis I), the test participants would have clear access to the lead signal on its own and the results would

then be similar to those where the same target is embedded in a masker with no lag. If, instead, the lag stim-

ulus remained during auditory processing but the directional information of the lag was minimized (Research

Hypothesis II), the results for both test conditions should differ substantially because the lag would continue to

act as an additional masker.

2 PREVIOUS PSYCHOACOUSTICS STUDY
In this section, the results of a binaural detection threshold experiment from [4] are described that will be

analyzed in the next section. Masked detection thresholds were obtained using an adaptive staircase method

after Levitt [?] based on a three-alternative, forced-choice paradigm. In this experiment, Gaussian noise signals

were used for both the target and the masker. All signals were bandpass filtered to restrict the frequency range

of the signal to 200–1000 Hz using 128-coefficients FIR filters. The masker duration was 500 ms with 20-ms

cos2 on and off ramps. The target duration was 200 ms with 5-ms cos2 on- and offset ramps. In all cases, the
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Figure 1. Schematic for the six stimulus configurations.

target was always presented 200 ms after the masker onset. A masker-independent noise sample was used to

compute the target. The target signals were lateralized using an interaural time difference (ITD) of 300 μs. Six

different spatial conditions were tested for the masker – see also Figure 1:

1. Ipsilateral Masker Condition (S+M+): The masker was spatially placed at the side ipsilateral to the target

using an ITD of +300 μs (dichotic masker).

2. Contralateral Masker Condition (S+M−): the masker was spatially placed at the opposite side using an

ITD of −300 μs.

3. Summing Localization Masker Condition, diotic masker: (S+M+M−): using a masker with two identical

components with simultaneous onsets. The first component was spatially placed at the ipsilateral target

side using an ITD of +300 μs ms, the second presented contralaterally with an ITD of −300 μs.

4. Summed Uncorrelated (dichotic) Masker Condition (S+MA+MB−): a masker pair as in Condition 3, but

using two summed uncorrelated pairs.

5. Ipsilateral Masker with Contralateral Reflection Condition (S+M+Rm−): the masker was spatially placed

at the opposite side using an ITD of −300 μs (dichotic masker) with an additional reflection from the

same side −300 μs, presented after an ISI of 2, 5, 10, or 20 ms.

6. Contralateral Masker w/ Ipsilateral Reflection Condition (S+M−Rm+): the masker was spatially placed at

the opposite side using an ITD of −300 μs with an additional reflection from the opposite side +300 μs,
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Figure 2. Results of the detection experiment showing the detection threshold for a Gaussian noise-burst target

in the presence of a lead-lag pair masker as a function of the interstimulus-interval (ISI). The solid black curve

shows the results for the contralateral masker lead. The dashed curve depicts the results for the ipsilateral

masker lead. The gray curves show the baseline conditions. Each data point shows the average over all five

listeners, the error bars depict the standard deviation – from [4].

presented after an ISI of 2, 5, 10, or 20 ms.

Figure 2 shows the results for all six conditions of the experiment. For the S+M+ condition, the target and

the masker have the same spatial properties, the masked detection threshold was measured at −3 dB (gray

dashed line). For the S+M− condition, where the masker was presented from the side opposite to the target,

the masked threshold was found to be −18 dB (gray solid line), indicating a spatial release from masking of 15

dB. Similarly, for the S+M+M− diotic masker condition, the masked detection was measured at −14 dB (gray

dashed-dotted line). In this case, the spatial release from masking was 11 dB. The highest masking threshold at

−1.8 dB was found for the uncorrelated masker (S+MA+MB−).

For conditions where the masker was a lead/lag pair (S+M+Rm+ and S+M+Rm−), performance was nearly the

same regardless of whether the lead masker ITD favored the same or opposite side to the target. For both

conditions, the masking thresholds approach the threshold for the diotic masking condition at low ISI values

and approach the threshold of the uncorrelated masking condition at high ISI values. Also, variability is very

consistent across all the different conditions, with values between 1 and 2 dB.

When the target and masker were presented from the same direction (300 μs ITD), our baseline condition, the

threshold was −3 dB. This value is in general agreement with data by [1], who measured a −5 dB threshold

for a 200-ms broadband noise target masked by conditions, 500-ms Gaussian noise masker (500-ms duration

with its onset preceding the target onset by 200 ms). The 2-dB difference between both studies can be easily

explained; the study reported here used band-pass filtered signals instead of the broadband signals used by

Braasch [1], so less information was available to the test participants for making a decision than in [1]. Good

et al. [7] previously showed that binaural masking level difference (BMLD), a measure of spatial release from

masking, strongly depends on the frequency range of sounds, in their case; low, mid, and high, using free-field

signals, so the inclusion of more high-frequency energy in the stimuli of [1] could be expected to make a
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Figure 3. Monaural spectral changes resulting from interference between the leading and lagging masker com-

ponents for different ISI values for an adjusted 0-dB target-to-masker ratio. The actual masker levels are shown

for different auditory bands as the difference to the target level. LM denotes the level of the masker, and LT

denotes the level of the target. A gammatone filterbank was used to simulate the auditory filters. Each bar

shows the mean result for 10 simulation runs using different noise samples. Error bars denote ±1 standard

deviation.

difference in results as well.

In addition, we found:

1. The effect clearly depends on the ISI, for long ISI we see the effect of the ipsilateral masker plus a sight

threshold elevation for an additional contralateral noise.

2. For short ISIs both ipsilateral and the contralateral masker components interfere and cannot be perceptu-

ally separated, leading to similar results as a diotic masker

3. Over the whole tested ISI range it does not make any significant difference if the ipsi or the contralateral

masker component comes first, meaning there is no evidence for the PE effect playing a role here.

3 BINAURAL CUE ANALYSIS
Binaural and monaural cues were analyzed within auditory bands to understand how the direct sound masker

and the reflection interfere at different ISIs. The leftmost column of Fig. 3 shows the computed level differences

between the masker and the target for the left ear, therewith, if both the masker and the target have the same

level before the reflection is applied. The second column from the left depicts the computed level differences

between the masker and the target for the right ear. At an ISI of 2 ms, the reflection cancels out the signal at a

frequency of 250 Hz, because 2 ms is half the period of a 250-Hz sine tone, shifting this frequency component

out of phase. Since both the direct (lead) masker signal and its reflection (lag) have ITD cues pointing in
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Figure 4. All possible pairwise comparisons with a Student’s t-test. Individual conditions are listed in the

leftmost column. For conditions which included a lead/lag masker pair, the delay between lead and lag (in

milliseconds) is indicated within square brackets. All other columns show the comparisons, with the listed

number of the comparison condition indicated at the top of each column. For example, the p-value for the

comparison of the the 5-ms ISI S+M+R− condition with the same condition but with a 10-ms ISI is shown at

the intersection of the 6th row and the 7th column.

opposite directions, the actual delay of the reflection is 2.3 ms in the left ear and 1.7 ms in the right ear. This

explains why the minimum level difference is observed at two different frequency bands for the left and right

ear signals. In both cases, the minimum level difference is slightly less than −10 dB. At this frequency, the

masker signal is about 10 dB below the target signal if the nominal target-to-masker level difference is 0 dB.

At an ISI values of 5-ms, the cancellation frequency declines to 100 Hz. While this frequency is below the

lower cut-off frequency of the stimuli, residual energy still exists because of the roll-off characteristics of the

high-pass finite-impulse-response filter (Matlab function fir1.m with 128 filter coefficients). At the right ear,

the lowest masker-to-target level difference is found in the 100-Hz band with a value of −6 dB. At the 10-ms

and 20-ms ISI values, the masker level no longer varies much from the average level difference of 3 dB in

the relevant frequency range. The 3-dB value corresponds to the level increase found for adding two equally

intense uncorrelated noise sources.

Further, it was expected that the threshold for the condition with the additional uncorrelated noise masker

(S+MA+MB−) of approximately −2 dB, would be even higher than the baseline condition. The additional

masker component only affected the masked detection threshold slightly, because its spatial properties differ

from the congruent spatial cues of the first masker component and the target. The BMLD between the S+M−
and S+M+ conditions was 15 dB, which corresponds to the general BMLD for the M0Sπ versus MmSm condi-

tion cited in the literature [11] (Table 12.2).

Listener performance for the conditions with lead-lag pair maskers (S+M+Rm− and S+M−Rm+) was highly

dependent on the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between the lead and the lag masker components. However, it

made hardly any difference whether the lead masker was presented from the same or opposite side to the

target. In general, the thresholds rose monotonically with the ISI. When the delay between the first and second

masker was 2 ms ISI, the results were similar to those of the diotic masker condition (S+M+M−). In fact, the

diotic masker condition can be seen as a special case of the lead/lag pair masker with an ISI of 0 ms where

lead and lag arrive simultaneously. The measured thresholds for stimuli with lead/lag masker pairs were similar

to those found by [6] who tested a lead/lag pair masker (noise or talker) for a fixed ISI setting (4 ms). For

the noise masker the authors found no BMLD improvement, but for the talker interference, the BMLD was in

the order of 6 dB for most conditions. The authors mainly attribute the improvement to informational masking
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effects. Similar to our findings, [6] found that which side lead and which side lagged also made essentially no

difference to the results for both noise and speech.

In this context, it is noteworthy that the echo threshold, and therefore the ISI dependency on the lag’s impact, is

highly signal dependent as previous studies have shown – e.g., see [5]. However, more important than the actual

values is the general trend that the perceptual influence of the lag on detecting the target highly depends on the

ISI. For low ISIs, the lead-lag pair demonstrates spatial properties that perceptually differ from the spatial cues

of the target, while for high ISIs, the lead-lag pair behaves like an uncorrelated noise pair. For high values of

ISI, one of the underlying signals has the same spatial properties as the target, causing a relatively high masked

detection threshold.

For the low ISI conditions, we assume that the signals interfere with each other and produce new spatial cues

that can be used by the listener to spatially separate the target from the masker. Studies, such as [3] and

[10] have shown that for small ISIs two interfering ITD-based signals that are identical except for a delay can

produce very high Interaural Level Differences (ILD) due to interference effects. In both cases (high and low

ISIs), the temporal order of the arrival of lead and lag does not matter.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In a sound localization tasks, the auditory system largely disregards the information from the later arriving sig-

nals if lead and lag are identical and the delay between both signals is within a few milliseconds. For detection

tasks, however, the temporal order does not matter and the hypothesis that that auditory system completely

removes the lag from the superposed signal (Research Hypothesis I) can be ruled out. These considerations,

together with the results presented here, suggest that the PE does not need to be taken into account to explain

our data. The interference between the direct sound and the reflection for small ISIs leads to energy reductions

in isolated frequency bands. The magnitude of these reductions is in the same order as the threshold decrease

measured from the 20-ms ISI condition. For small ISI’s, the interference effects also create large shifts in

binaural cues in isolated auditory bands.
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